
 

Highpoints Podcast is a conversational style mentoring for small church pastors 

and leaders who desire personal growth and ministry development 

 

SEVEN STEPS TO SUBDUE CONFLICT 

 

___________________________________Carefully  

Thoughtless words quickly turn against us. _______________ _______________ 

__________________can be the most influential method of avoiding undue 

criticism and conflict. To stir up conflict because of our negative tones, overbearing 

demands and blatant arguments are unnecessary. _______________ __________ 

your words, carefully think it out and in difficult situations, run it by someone else 

to get their opinion.  

 

____________________ When Possible  

In negative environments, it may seem impossible to give affirmation to an 

offending party but it can be done. “Before we begin our discussion, I would like to 

say how much I appreciate the hard work of X in our Children’s Department last 

Friday, the decorations were excellent and I commend you.” __________________ 

can cool off the hot heads, catch the opposition totally off guard and may quell the 

conflict to a point. 

 

 

 



Stick With the Facts 

Conflict only gets worse when you neglect to solve the problem and it becomes 

a_______________________ _________________. A personal attack is the most 

difficult of all conflicts. We should resolve early in the disagreement, it is not Bob’s 

problem or Sally’s problem – it is A ________________. Shred gossip with facts, 

dismiss fairy tales and silence all lies and stick with the facts. Stay on course with 

the issue without __________________ _______________________– most often, 

people will rally around a truth before they will rally against a person. 

 

Attitude is ______________________________ 

When everyone has lost their ________________, they have already lost the 

argument. Stay cool. Dismiss any illogical thoughts of gaining ground by raising 

your voice. A quiet, calm steady voice may not win the argument but it will 

__________  people. Claim meekness but not intimidation. My friend, Jim Durham 

states, “Your convictions combined with your humility may even attract others to 

your viewpoint.” Stand firm with a right spirit. “I know where I stand, I know what 

I believe and I can do it with the right spirit.” 

 

____________________Where Possible 

Some may think compromise in any position is a sign of ____________________ 

but negotiation to an agreed position is a sign of __________________ 

___________________, not weakness. You have the power to create a win-win 

situation by a carefully and well-planned strategy. Again, Jim Durham suggests, “Be 

willing to compromise on nonessentials… Let go of what isn’t important.”  

Performing under pressure does not necessarily mean, “Someone blows up.” When 

we try to discredit a person(s) until all submit to a strong leadership style you may 

have ______________________ but you will not have ______________________. 

 

Respect  

Before meeting with antagonistic opposition set the ______________________ 

___________________________ . Let’s suggest a few: 



• “The meeting will begin at 7:00 and will end by 8:00. If we aren’t finished 

with business we will set another time as soon as possible.” Then look each person 

in the eye and ask for agreement before the meeting begins. This gives the meeting 

_________________________________________. 

• “We will respect everyone in the room. No name calling, raising our voice or 

expressions of anger will be tolerated or that person will be asked to leave the room.” 

Then look each person in the eye and _______________ _______________ 

_____________________before the meeting begins. This gives the meeting 

______________________________ . 

• “We will stick with the problem and stick with the facts. Gossip and hearsay 

will not be allowed and ____________________ _____________________ will not 

be tolerated – we are here to discuss the major problem not personality problems.” 

Then look each person in the eye and ask for agreement before the meeting begins. 

This gives the meeting ________________________________ . 

 

With looking each person in the eye and asking for agreement, you are building 

consensus and a mutual feeling of respect for everyone in the room. It is essential 

for a leader to respect people – even when they disagree with you.  A mature leader 

will never lower their integrity to their lack of it.  

 

Pray  

Personally, Pray _____________ and _______________________ the meeting, 

occasionally the leader may want to bring the group to prayer in the heat of the 

meeting. Pray for wisdom, respect, brotherly love and God’s purpose fulfilled in the 

meeting.  

 

HIGHPOINTS PODCAST weekly mentoring, available on Apple Podcast, 

Spotify, Sticher, IHeartRadio and other podcast platforms 

BLOG laudell.wordpress.com Read the blog and download the Highpoint notes. 

LIFT, Living in Fullness Today at Amazon, Barnes and Noble, Church Source, 

Christian Book Distributor, Walmart and other book retailers. 

laudell.wordpress.com
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ANSWERS: Communicate, Carefully chosen words, Weigh out, Affirm, 

Affirmation, personal assault, problem, naming individuals, Everything, cool, win, 

negotiate, weakness, mature leadership, subjects, disciples, STRUCTURE,  ask for 

agreement, SANCTITY, personal attacks, STABILITY, before, after. 


